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Abstract The global crustal model CRUST1.0 (refined using additional global datasets

of the solid topography, polar ice sheets and geoid) is used in this study to estimate the

average densities of major crustal structures. We further use this refined model to compile

the gravity field quantities generated by the Earth’s crustal structures and to investigate

their spatial and spectral characteristics and their correlation with the crustal geometry in

context of the gravimetric Moho determination. The analysis shows that the average crustal

density is 2,830 kg/m3, while it decreases to 2,490 kg/m3 when including the seawater.

The average density of the oceanic crust (without the seawater) is 2,860 kg/m3, and the

average continental crustal density (including the continental shelves) is 2,790 kg/m3. The

correlation analysis reveals that the gravity field corrected for major known anomalous

crustal density structures has a maximum (absolute) correlation with the Moho geometry.

The Moho signature in these gravity data is seen mainly at the long-to-medium
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wavelengths. At higher frequencies, the Moho signature is weakening due to a noise in

gravity data, which is mainly attributed to crustal model uncertainties. The Moho deter-

mination thus requires a combination of gravity and seismic data. In global studies,

gravimetric methods can help improving seismic results, because (1) large parts of the

world are not yet sufficiently covered by seismic surveys and (2) global gravity models

have a relatively high accuracy and resolution. In regional and local studies, the gravi-

metric Moho determination requires either a detailed crustal density model or seismic data

(for a combined gravity and seismic data inversion). We also demonstrate that the Earth’s

long-wavelength gravity spectrum comprises not only the gravitational signal of deep

mantle heterogeneities (including the core–mantle boundary zone), but also shallow crustal

structures. Consequently, the application of spectral filtering in the gravimetric Moho

determination will remove not only the gravitational signal of (unknown) mantle hetero-

geneities, but also the Moho signature at the long-wavelength gravity spectrum.

Keywords Correlation � Crust � Density � Gravity � Mantle � Moho

1 Introduction

Methods for a spherical harmonic analysis and synthesis of the gravity field are often

applied in global studies investigating the Earth’s lithosphere structure (cf. Tsoulis 2004a,

b; Tenzer et al. 2009a, 2012a, b, c, and references therein). These methods utilize a spectral

representation of the Earth’s external gravity field in terms of spherical harmonics avail-

able to a certain degree of spectral resolution. The same principle can be used in describing

the gravity field quantities generated by the Earth’s inner density structure. For this pur-

pose, the gravimetric forward modelling is directly applied to compute the gravitational

contributions of known density structures by using discrete data, which are primarily

obtained from results of seismic surveys. Alternatively, the spherical harmonic analysis of

these data is applied in this study to generate spherical coefficients, which describe a

density structure in a spectral domain. These spherical coefficients are then utilized to

evaluate the gravitational contributions of respective density structures inside the Earth.

Several different global models describing the Earth’s structure by means of seismic

velocities and/or mass density were developed based on the analysis of available seismic

data. Dziewonski et al. (1975) introduced the parametric Earth models (PEM) consisting of

piece-wise continuous analytical functions of the radial density and velocity variations

defined individually for the oceanic (PEM-O) and continental (PEM-C) lithosphere down

to a depth of 420 km; below this depth, these models are identical. They also provided an

averaged function for the whole lithosphere (PEM-A). Dziewonski and Anderson (1981)

presented the preliminary reference Earth model (PREM), which provides information on

the seismic velocities and density structure within the whole Earth’s interior (including the

core and mantle) by means of spherically homogenous stratigraphic layers. This model also

incorporates the non-elastic dispersion and anisotropy, and it is thus frequency-dependent

and transversely isotropic within the upper mantle. Kennett and Engdahl (1991) compiled

the parameterized velocity model IASP91 that summarized travel time characteristics of

main seismic phases. Kennett et al. (1995) compiled the AK135-f model by augmenting

the AK135 velocity model with the density and Q model of Montagner and Kennett (1995).

van der Lee and Nolet (1997) prepared the 1-D averaged model MC35 based on the PEM-

C, while replacing the high- and low-velocity zones of the PEM-C by a constant S-wave
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velocity of 4.5 km/s within the upper mantle down to a depth of 210 km. Kustowski et al.

(2008b) derived the transversely isotropic reference Earth model STW105. More recently,

Simmons et al. (2010) developed the GyPSuM tomographic model of the mantle (P and S)

seismic velocities and density through a simultaneous inversion of seismic body wave

travel times and geodynamic observables including the free air gravity anomalies, tectonic

plate divergence, dynamic surface topography and the excess ellipticity of the core–mantle

boundary. They also incorporated mineral physics constraints in order to link seismic

velocities and wave speeds with an underlying hypothesis that temperature is a principal

cause of heterogeneities in the non-cratonic mantle. In addition to these Earth’s synthetic

models, several other global and regional seismic velocity models were developed. A

summary of these models can be found in Trabant et al. (2012). For more details, we refer

readers also to studies by Grand et al. (1997), Megnin and Romanowicz (2000), Grand

(2002), Gung and Romanowicz (2004), van der Lee and Frederiksen (2005), Panning and

Romanowicz (2006), Houser et al. (2008), Kustowski et al. (2008a, 2008b), Bedle and van

der Lee (2009), Panning et al. (2010), Obrebski et al. (2010, 2011), Porritt et al. (2011),

James et al. (2011), Lekic and Romanowicz (2011), Simmons et al. (2012), and others.

The PEM and PREM models provide 1-D density information only. Models based on a

stratigraphic layering with a variable depth, thickness and lateral density distribution obvi-

ously represent the Earth’s interior more realistically. Currently, available global models

provide information on a 3-D density structure only within the crust and upper mantle. Note

that despite Simmons et al. (2010) derived a 3-D density structure within the whole mantle,

these data were not yet released publically. Nataf and Ricard (1996) derived the global model

of the crust and upper mantle density structure based on the analysis of seismic data and

additional constrains such as heat flow and chemical composition. Mooney et al. (1998)

compiled the global crustal model with a 5 9 5 arc-deg spatial resolution. More recently, the

global crustal model CRUST2.0 was compiled with a 2 9 2 arc-deg spatial resolution

(Bassin et al. 2000). This model was prepared and administered by the U.S. Geological

Survey and the Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics at the University of California.

Both models were compiled based on seismic data published until 1995 and a detailed

compilation of the ice and sediment thickness. The most recent version, the CRUST1.0, has a

1 9 1 arc-deg spatial resolution (Laske et al. 2012). The CRUST1.0 consists of the ice, water

(upper, middle and lower), sediments (upper, middle and lower) and consolidated (crystal-

line) crustal layers. In addition, the lateral density structure of the upper mantle was incor-

porated into the CRUST2.0 and CRUST1.0 models. The globally averaged data from active

seismic methods and deep drilling profiles were used to predict the sediment and crustal

structure, where no seismic measurements were available (most of Africa, South America,

Greenland and large parts of the oceanic lithosphere) by a generalization to similar geological

and tectonic settings. Despite the density distribution within deeper crustal structure over

large parts of the world not yet being known with a sufficient resolution and accuracy, there

are several global datasets, which provide more detailed information on the geometry (and

density distribution) within shallower crustal structures. Chen and Tenzer (2014) used such

datasets for a compilation of the Earth’s Spectral Crustal Model (ESCM180) by incorporating

more detailed information on the topography, bathymetry, polar ice sheets and geoid surface

into the CRUST1.0 model.

In this study, we use the ESCM180 parameters to estimate some fundamental density

parameters of the continental and oceanic crustal structures, which are required in the

gravimetric forward and inverse modelling of the lithosphere structure including the Moho

interface. We use the ESCM180 coefficients to compute the gravity field quantities of

major known crustal density structures. The ESCM180 is briefly described in Sect. 2. The
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method of computing the gravity field quantities is reviewed in Sect. 3. The results are

presented in Sect. 4. The estimated average densities of major crustal structures are given

and compared with previous studies in Sect. 5. We further analyse spatial and spectral

characteristics of the corrected gravity fields and their spectral correlation with the crustal

geometry. We demonstrate that the signature of crustal density structure prevails at the

long-to-medium gravity spectrum and discusses some theoretical and practical conse-

quences of this finding in context of the gravimetric Moho determination (Sect. 6). Here,

we also discuss the findings related to a spectral behaviour of the Moho signature in gravity

data. Major results and findings are summarized and concluded in Sect. 7.

2 Earth’s Spectral Crustal Model 180

The ESCM180 consists of 9 individual crustal layers, which describe the geometry and

density (or density contrast) distribution within the topography, ocean, polar ice sheets,

sediments (3 layers) and consolidated crust (3 layers). The ESCM180 was derived based on

refining the CRUST1.0 global crustal model by using the ETOPO1 topographic/bathymetric

model (Amante and Eakins 2009) and the DTM2006.0 ice-thickness dataset (Pavlis et al.

2007). The GOCO-03S global geoid model (Mayer-Guerr et al. 2012) was used to define more

accurately the geometry of the lower topographic bound (on land) and the upper bathymetric

bound (over oceans) instead of assuming only a spherical approximation. Moreover, the

depth-dependent seawater density model (Tenzer et al. 2012c) was facilitated in the definition

of the ocean density contrast (instead of a uniform seawater density model). The ESCM180 is

defined by a set of the spherical upper-bound and lower-bound coefficients U kþ1þið Þ
n;m and

L kþ1þið Þ
n;m , which combine the information on the geometry and 3-D density (or density con-

trast) distribution within each individual crustal component. The ESCM180 topographic,

bathymetric, ice, sediment and consolidated crust coefficients were generated with a spherical

resolution complete to degree 180 of spherical harmonics and up to the third-order terms of a

binomial expansion, i.e. {L kþ1ð Þ
n;m ;U kþ1ð Þ

n;m : k ¼ 0; 1; 2; n;m ¼ 0; 1; . . .; 180}. For the

depth-dependent seawater density model, the ESCM180 bathymetric coefficients were

extended for additional coefficients up to the second-order (seawater) density terms, i.e.

{L kþ1þið Þ
n;m ;U kþ1þið Þ

n;m : k ¼ 0; 1; . . .; i ¼ 1; 2; n;m ¼ 0; 1; . . .; 180}. These coefficients

were generated from discrete data according to the following expressions for a spherical

harmonic analysis (Tenzer et al. 2012a)

L kþ1þið Þ
n ðXÞ ¼

2nþ 1

4p

ZZ

U

q DU ;X
0ð ÞDkþ1

L ðX0ÞPn coswð ÞdX0

¼
Pn

m¼�n

L kþ1ð Þ
n;m Yn;mðXÞ i ¼ 0

2nþ 1

4p

ZZ

U

bðX0ÞaiðX0ÞDkþ1þi
L ðX0ÞPn coswð ÞdX0

¼
Pn

m¼�n

L kþ1þið Þ
n;m Yn;mðXÞ i ¼ 1; 2; . . .I

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

and
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U kþ1þið Þ
n ðXÞ ¼

2nþ 1

4p

ZZ

U

q DU ;X
0ð ÞDkþ1

U ðX0ÞPn coswð ÞdX0

¼
Pn

m¼�n

U kþ1ð Þ
n;m Yn;mX0ðXÞ i ¼ 0

2nþ 1

4p

ZZ

U

bðX0ÞaiðX0ÞDkþ1þi
U ðX0ÞPn coswð ÞdX0

¼
Pn

m¼�n

U kþ1þið Þ
n;m Yn;mðXÞ i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; I

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

where Yn;m are the (fully normalized) surface spherical harmonic functions of degree n and

order m, Pn are the Legendre polynomials for the argument of cosine of the spherical

distance w between two points r;Xð Þ and r0;X0ð Þ. The 3-D position is defined in the

spherical coordinate system r;Xð Þ, where r is the spherical radius and X ¼ /; kð Þ is a

spherical direction with the spherical latitude / and longitude k. The infinitesimal surface

element on the unit sphere is denoted as dX0 ¼ cos/0d/0 dk0, and U ¼
X0 ¼ /0; k0ð Þ : /0 2 �p=2; p=2½ � ^ k0 2 0; 2pÞ½f g is the full spatial angle. The integral

convolutions in Eqs. (1) and (2) utilize a 3-D density distribution q defined by the fol-

lowing regression function

q r;Xð Þ ¼ q DU;Xð Þ þ b Xð Þ
XI

i¼1

ai Xð Þ R� rð Þi for R� DU Xð Þ� r [ R� DL Xð Þ; ð3Þ

where q DU;Xð Þ is a (nominal) value of the lateral density at a location X and at a depth

DU . The 3-D density contrast model with respect to the reference crustal density qref is

defined as

Dqðr;X0Þ ¼ qref � qðr;XÞ; ð4Þ

with qðr;XÞ given in Eq. (3). The depth-dependent seawater density model in Eq. (3) was

defined for the surface seawater density of 1,027.91 kg/m3 (cf. Gladkikh and Tenzer 2012)

and the parameters (up to the second-order density terms): b = 0.00637 kg/m3, a1 ¼
0:7595 m�1 and a2 ¼ �4:3984� 10�6 m�2 (cf. Tenzer et al. 2012d). The adopted density of

glacial ice is 917 kg/m3 (cf. Cutnell and Kenneth 1995). The CRUST1.0 lateral density

models were used to represent the density within the sediment and consolidated crustal layers.

3 ESCM180 Gravity Field

The ESCM180 coefficients were used to compute the topographic and crust density con-

trasts (stripping) gravity corrections. We note here that the procedure of removing the

gravitational signal of anomalous density structures is known in the literature as a stripping

(e.g., Hammer 1963). These gravity corrections were then applied to the gravity distur-

bance dg according to the following scheme

dgcs ¼ dg� gt � gb � gi � gs � gc; ð5Þ

where dgcs is the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbance (Tenzer et al. 2009a); gt is

the topographic gravity correction; and gb, gi, gs and gc are, respectively, the stripping

gravity corrections due to density contrasts of the ocean (bathymetry), ice, sediment and
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consolidated crust. The GOCO-03S coefficients (Mayer-Guerr et al. 2012) and the

parameters of the GRS-80 normal gravity field (Moritz 2000) were used to compute the

gravity disturbance dg as follows (e.g., Heiskanen and Moritz 1967)

dgðr;XÞ ¼ GM

R2

X�n

n¼0

Xn

m¼�n

R

r

� �nþ2

ðnþ 1ÞTn;mYn;mðXÞ; ð6Þ

where GM = 3,986,005 9 108 m3/s2 is the geocentric gravitational constant (i.e. the

product of Newton’s gravitational constant and the total mass of the Earth including the

atmosphere), R = 6,371 9 103 m is the Earth’s mean radius, �n is the maximum degree of

spherical harmonics, and Tn;m are the (fully normalized) numerical coefficients of the

disturbing gravity potential T (i.e. the difference between the Earth’s and normal gravity

potentials).

The computation of the gravity corrections in Eq. (5) from the ESCM180 coefficients

{L kþ1þið Þ
n;m ;U kþ1þið Þ

n;m : k ¼ 0; 1; . . .; i ¼ 0; 1; . . .} was realized according to the following

expression for a spherical harmonic synthesis (Tenzer et al. 2012a)

gðr;XÞ ¼ GM

R2

X�n

n¼0

Xn

m¼�n

R

r

� �nþ2

ðnþ 1ÞVn;mYn;mðXÞ: ð7Þ

The (fully normalized) potential coefficients Vn;m read

Vn;m ¼
3

2nþ 1

1

�qEarth

XI

i¼0

FlðiÞn;m � FuðiÞn;m

� �
; ð8Þ

where �qEarth = 5,500 kg/m3 is the Earth’s mean density (e.g., Novák 2010), and the

numerical coefficients {FlðiÞn;m; FuðiÞn;m : i ¼ 0; 1; . . .; I} are given by

FlðiÞn;m ¼
Xnþ2

k¼0

nþ 2

k

� �
�1ð Þk

k þ 1þ i

L kþ1þið Þ
n;m

Rkþ1
ð9Þ

and

FuðiÞn;m ¼
Xnþ2

k¼0

nþ 2

k

� �
�1ð Þk

k þ 1þ i

U kþ1þið Þ
n;m

Rkþ1
: ð10Þ

The topographic gravity correction was computed using the average density of the upper

continental crust of 2,670 kg/m3 (Hinze 2003). For consistency, we used the same density

value to define the reference crustal density (Eq. 4) for computing the stripping gravity

corrections. It is worth mentioning that, depending on the purpose, density contrasts can be

defined for an arbitrary reference (background) density model (such as PREM) or the

average crustal density. The choice of different reference crustal density will proportion-

ally change the values of stripping gravity corrections and respective corrected gravity field

(i.e. the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances), but will not affect the spatial and

spectral characteristics of the corrected gravity field. Therefore, such procedure will not

have any impact on the gravity interpretation, and the correlation analysis conducted in this

study.
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4 Results

The global maps of the topographic and crustal components (stripping) gravity corrections

are shown in Fig. 1. The step-wise corrected gravity disturbances are shown in Fig. 2. The

statistics of the gravity corrections and respective corrected gravity disturbances are

summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The gravity corrections and the corrected gravity distur-

bances were computed with a spectral resolution complete to degree 180 of spherical

harmonics. All computations were realized globally on a 1 9 1 arc-deg grid of surface

points.

The GOCO-03S gravity disturbances globally vary mostly within ±250 mGal (see

Fig. 2a). This small range of gravity disturbances indicates that the Earth’s lithosphere is in

a relatively good isostatic balance at long-to-medium wavelengths. Higher frequency

gravity features are seen in mountains with positive gravity disturbances at high elevations

as well as over oceanic subduction zones (alongside the uplifted lithosphere). In contrast,

large negative values, typically seen along continental sedimentary basins and oceanic

subduction zones (alongside the subducted lithosphere), have more pronounced medium-

wavelength spatial features. More detailed analysis and interpretation of the gravity field

can be found, for instance, in studies of Le Pichon and Talwani (1969), Talwani et al.

(1969), Talwani (1970), Kaula (1969, 1972), Lambeck (1971), Dixon et al. (1983), Wessel

and Watts (1988), Baudry and Calmant (1991), Jung and Vogt (1992), Smith (1993),

Artemjev et al. (1994), Cazenave et al. (1996), Sandwell and Smith (1997), Wang et al.

(2011). The application of the topographic gravity correction (Fig. 1a) exhibited the iso-

static compensation under orogens, marked by large negative gravity disturbances (see Fig. 2b).

The application of the bathymetric gravity correction (Fig. 1b) significantly changed a

spatial pattern of marine gravity disturbances, revealing the signature of the ocean-floor

relief (see Fig. 2c). The application of the ice gravity correction (Fig. 1c) changed sig-

nificantly the gravity signal in Greenland and Antarctica in regions with the largest con-

tinental ice sheets (see Fig. 2d). This correction exhibited more realistically a possible

signature of isostasy in gravity data over these regions; we note that the isostatic signature

was to a large extent magnified after applying the topographic gravity correction (calcu-

lated for the topographic density of 2670 kg/m3). The application of the sediment gravity

correction (Fig. 1d) slightly changed a spatial pattern of the gravity disturbances over large

continental sedimentary basins and to some extent enhanced the contrast between the

continental and oceanic crustal structures along continental margins, especially over the

largest sedimentary accumulations of deep-sea fans (i.e. large marine sediment accumu-

lations deposited on the slope and adjacent sea floor originated during ice-age climatic

episodes) and due to the discharge of large rivers (see Fig. 2e). These changes are, how-

ever, not as significant as the corresponding changes in gravity maps seen after applying

the topographic, bathymetric and ice gravity corrections, because values of the sediment

gravity correction are typically less than 100 mGal (cf. Table 1). The consolidated crust-

stripped gravity disturbances (obtained after applying the final gravity correction due to

remaining crustal density heterogeneities; see Fig. 1e) are mostly positive over oceans

while negative over continents (see Fig. 2f). The gravity maxima correspond with locations

of the old oceanic lithosphere, and the gravity maxima are over large orogens. It is worth

mentioning that the atmospheric gravity correction was not applied in this study. Tenzer

et al. (2009b) demonstrated that this correction globally varies between -0.18 and

0.03 mGal, and it is thus completely negligible (when compared with the applied gravity

corrections; see Table 1).
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5 Analysis

We used the ESCM180 parameters and respective gravity field quantities for the analysis

of average densities of major crustal structures and for the investigation of spatial and

spectral characteristics of the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances and their

correlation with the crustal geometry.

5.1 Average Densities of Crustal Structures

Our analysis of the ESCM180 model revealed that the average crustal density including the

seawater is 2,490 kg/m3, while the density of the solid crust is 2,830 kg/m3. These

b Fig. 1 Global maps of the gravity corrections computed globally on a 1 9 1 arc-deg grid of surface points
with a spectral resolution complete to degree 180 of spherical harmonics: a the topographic correction gT,
b the bathymetric stripping correction gB, c the ice striping correction gI, d the sediment stripping correction
gS, and e the consolidated crust stripping correction gC

Fig. 1 continued
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estimates were obtained by applying a spatial average operator over crustal layers (and

taking into consideration the convergence of meridians). We also found that the average

continental crustal density including continental shelves, consisting of igneous, sedimen-

tary and metamorphic rocks, is 2,790 kg/m3. Our estimated value of the continental crustal

density of 2,790 kg/m3 differs about 1.6 % from the value of 2,835 kg/m3 reported by

Christensen and Mooney (1995). These two density estimates of the whole continental

crust are obviously larger than the average density of only the upper continental crust of

2,670 kg/m3 (mentioned by Hinze 2003) due to the increasing density within deeper crustal

structures.

The oceanic crust, composed primarily of mafic rocks, is typically heavier than the

continental crust (e.g., Rogers et al. 2008). Our analysis revealed that the average density

of the ESCM180 oceanic crust (without the seawater, but including marine sediments) is

2,860 kg/m3. This value is smaller than the average density of the oceanic crust (without

marine sediments) of 2,890 kg/m3 estimated by Carlson and Raskin (1984), because the

density of marine sediments was not taken into consideration in their analysis. They used

seismic refraction data in combination with drilling results, laboratory studies of seismic

properties of oceanic and ophiolitic rocks and ophiolite lithostratigraphy. Tenzer and

Gladkikh (2014) confirmed a similar value of the average density of the oceanic crust

(without marine sediments) of 2,900 kg/m3 based on the analysis of global samples of

marine bedrock densities. These density samples were collected from drilling sites of the

Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) and recorded in the National Geophysical Data Center

(NGDC) of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). They

also found that the average density of the DSDP marine sediments data is 1,700 kg/m3.

Estimates of the average sediment density can also be found, for instance, in Sclater et al.

(1971, 1977, 1985), Crough (1983), Renkin and Sclater (1988), Hayes (1988), Kane and

Hayes (1992) and Coffin (1992). These authors provided the average density estimates

between 1,700 and 1,950 kg/m3; for summary, see Sykes (1996).

The comparison of the CRUST2.0 and CRUST1.0 models reveals some substantial

differences in density structure within sediments, consolidated crust and upper mantle. The

effect of these changes on the respective gravity field is discussed in Sect. 6. These changes

affected also the Moho density contrast. The CRUST2.0 Moho density contrast has a small

range of values of only 201–451 kg/m3 (with a mean of 321 kg/m3 and a standard devi-

ation of 58 kg/m3). The CRUST1.0 Moho density contrast (shown in Fig. 3) is between

-40 and 610 kg/m3. The minima of the CRUST1.0 Moho density contrast correspond with

the divergent tectonic plate boundaries, marking distinctively mid-oceanic ridges and

continental rift zones (i.e. the West-Antarctic and East-African rift zones). The corre-

sponding density contrast maxima are mainly located under orogens of the Himalaya, Tibet

Plateau and Andes.

5.2 Correlation Analysis of the ESCM180 Gravity Field

As seen in the global gravity maps (in Fig. 2), successive application of the gravity

corrections reveals a gravitational signature, which spatially closely resembles major

b Fig. 2 Global maps of the step-wise corrected gravity disturbances computed globally on a 1 9 1 arc-deg grid
of surface points with a spectral resolution complete to degree 180 of spherical harmonics: a the GOCE03S
gravity disturbances dg, b the topography-corrected gravity disturbances dgT, c the topography-corrected and
bathymetry-stripped gravity disturbances dgTB, d the topography-corrected and bathymetry- and ice-stripped
gravity disturbances dgTBI, e the topography-corrected and bathymetry- and ice- and sediments-stripped
gravity disturbances dgTBIS and f the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances dgcs
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features of the upper and lower crustal geometry. To investigate the correlation between

the corrected gravity disturbances and the crustal geometry, we computed the solid

topography (i.e. topographic heights on land and bathymetric depths over oceans) on a

1 9 1 arc-deg grid from the ESCM180 topographic/bathymetric coefficients (descaled for

the density model) up to degree/order of 180. The 1 9 1 arc-deg Moho depths were

obtained from the CRUST1.0 database. The ESCM180 solid topography and the

CRUST1.0 Moho depths are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The maximum topo-

graphic height reaches 5.5 km, and the maximum bathymetric depth is 7.9 km. The

CRUST1.0 Moho depths vary between 7.4 and 74.8 km. The spatial correlation of the step-

wise corrected gravity disturbances with the solid topography and the Moho geometry is

given by means of Pearson’s (1895) linear correlation coefficients in Table 3.

The GOCO-03S gravity disturbances have almost a zero correlation with the solid

topography (-0.01), and their correlation with the Moho geometry is only -0.09. Inter-

estingly, the Earth’s gravity field has a slightly higher (absolute) correlation with the Moho

geometry than with the solid topography. This indicates that at the investigated gravity

spectrum (up to degree 180 of spherical harmonics), the gravity signatures of crustal and

mantle density heterogeneities are more pronounced in the Moho geometry. The higher

frequency spectrum of the Earth’s gravity field is, on the other hand, dominated by the

pattern of the terrain and ocean-floor relief. The application of the topographic and

bathymetric gravity corrections significantly increased the (absolute) correlation of the

gravity disturbances with the solid topography (-0.89) as well as with the Moho geometry

(-0.95). Application of the additional ice, sediment and consolidated crust gravity cor-

rections further increased the (absolute) correlation of the gravity disturbances to -0.95

(with the solid topography) and -0.98 (with the Moho geometry). The correlation of the

consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances with the CRUST1.0 Moho geometry (of

-0.98) found in this study agrees very well with the value reported by Tenzer et al. (Tenzer

et al. 2012c, see also 2009c). They estimated that the consolidated crust-stripped gravity

disturbances have a correlation with the CRUST2.0 Moho geometry of -0.96. These

gravity disturbances thus comprise a maximum gravity signature of the Moho geometry.

However, these gravity disturbances contain also the gravity signal of unmodelled mantle

heterogeneities (including the core–mantle boundary zone; cf. Peltier 2007) and the

Table 1 Statistics of the gravity corrections computed globally on a 1 9 1 arc-deg grid of surface points
with a spectral resolution complete to degree 180 of spherical harmonics

Gravity corrections Min (mGal) Max (mGal) Mean (mGal) STD (mGal)

gT -701 5 -71 104

gB 89 725 332 165

gI -27 311 25 61

guS -3 105 34 21

gmS -17 87 11 14

glS -5 29 1 2

guC -141 52 -20 24

gmC -199 -22 -71 35

glC -526 -106 -202 40

gT, the topographic correction; gB, the bathymetric stripping correction; gI, the ice striping correction; guS,
gmS and glS, the upper-, middle- and lower-sediment stripping corrections; guC, gmC and glC, the upper,
middle and lower consolidated crust stripping corrections
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ESCM180 crustal model uncertainties. Tenzer et al. (2012a, b) estimated that relative

errors in these gravity data are about 10 %, with most of the errors attributed to uncer-

tainties within the sediment and consolidated crustal layers.

The spatial correlations of the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances with the

solid topography and the Moho geometry were investigated individually for the oceanic

and continental crustal structures and over orogens. Scatter plots are shown in Fig. 6, and

the Pearson’s correlation coefficients are summarized in Table 4. As seen in Fig. 6b, d, the

isostatic mass balance of the continental crustal structure is typically attributed to a

changing depth of compensation (the absolute correlation between the gravity data and the

Moho geometry for the continental crust is 0.89), while the isostatic mass balance of the

oceanic crust is mainly controlled by a changing density due to a thermal cooling of the

oceanic lithosphere (the absolute correlation between the gravity data and the Moho

geometry for the oceanic crust is only 0.46). This finding agrees with the fact that the

isostatic mass balance over continents (including orogens) is more realistically described

by the Airy (1855) model, while the Pratt (1855) model better describes the isostatic mass

balance over oceans (e.g., Wild and Heck 2004; Makhloof 2007). Moreover, the gravity

data have a very similar systematic trend (with respect to the Moho geometry) over the

whole continental crust as well as only over orogens (cf. Fig. 6d, f). Interestingly, the

gravity data are also highly spatially correlated with the bathymetry over oceans (Fig. 6a).

This correlation with the solid topography decreases over land (Fig. 6c) and become

marginal over orogens (Fig. 6e), where the absolute correlation between the gravity data

and the topography is only 0.45. A high spatial correlation of the gravity data with the

bathymetry is explained by a thermal contraction of the oceanic lithosphere, which is

isostatically compensated by the ocean deepening (e.g., Williams 1975; Parsons and

Sclater 1977).

We further investigated the power spectra of the corrected gravity disturbances and their

spectral correlation with the crustal geometry. For this purpose, we compared the degree

variances and the cumulative degree variances of the (step-wise) corrected gravity dis-

turbances (see Fig. 7). The computation of degree variances was carried out according to

Parseval’s generalized theorem (van Gelderen and Koop 1997)

r2
n dgð Þ ¼

Xn

m¼�n

ðTn;mÞ2; ð11Þ

where Tn;m are the coefficients of the disturbing potential T (see Eq. 2). The corresponding

cumulative degree variances were calculated from

HNðdgÞ ¼
X�n

n¼0

r2
nðdgÞ: ð12Þ

The degree correlation coefficients (cf. Phillips and Lambeck 1980) were calculated to

assess a spectral harmonic correlation between the corrected gravity disturbances and the

crustal geometry. For a correlation between the gravity disturbances dg and the Moho

depths D, we have

h2
n dg;Dð Þ ¼

Pn
m¼�n Tn;m;Dn;m

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

nðdgÞr2
n Dð Þ

p ; ð13Þ

where r2
n Dð Þ are the degree variances of the Moho-depth spherical coefficients Dn;m, i.e.
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Fig. 3 CRUST1.0 Moho density contrast

Fig. 4 Solid topography generated on a 1 9 1 arc-deg grid with a spectral resolution complete to degree/
order 180

Table 3 Correlations of the
step-wise corrected gravity dis-
turbances with the solid topogra-
phy and the CRUST1.0 Moho
geometry

Gravity disturbances Correlation with

Solid topography Moho geometry

dg -0.01 -0.09

dgT -0.55 -0.68

dgTB -0.89 -0.95

dgTBI -0.92 -0.97

dgTBIS -0.94 -0.97

dgcs -0.95 -0.98
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r2
nðDÞ ¼

Xn

m¼�n

Dn;m

� �2
: ð14Þ

The Moho-depth spherical coefficients Dn;m were generated from the discrete values of

the CRUST1.0 Moho depths D according to the following expression

Xn

m¼�n

Dn;mYn;mðXÞ ¼
2nþ 1

4p

ZZ

U

D X0ð ÞPn coswð ÞdX0: ð15Þ

The same computations were conducted for the solid topography. The spectral corre-

lation of the (step-wise) corrected gravity disturbances with the crustal geometry (up to

degree of 180) is shown in Fig. 8.

All investigated types of the gravity disturbances comprise the largest gravity signal at

long wavelengths, while a higher frequency contribution almost monotonically attenuates

with an increasing degree of spherical harmonics. Except for the ice gravity correction, the

application of the gravity corrections increased the degree variances at almost the entire

investigated gravity spectrum (up to degree 180). This spectral behaviour corresponds to

spatial characteristics of the corrected gravity disturbances of which range of values mostly

increased after a subsequent application of each individual gravity correction. The appli-

cation of the ice gravity correction, on the other hand, substantially reduced (in absolute

sense) large negative values of the gravity disturbances in polar areas of Greenland and

Antarctica. Consequently, these changes translated into some minor (positive as well as

negative) differences in degree variances, especially at the long-wavelength gravity

spectrum. The largest changes in degree variances were caused by applying the topo-

graphic and bathymetric gravity corrections. The application of the topographic gravity

correction changed the gravity spectrum especially at the long-to-medium wavelengths up

to degree of *60, while changes due to applying the bathymetric gravity correction are

seen up to degree of *100. Another significant change in the gravity spectrum is due to

applying the consolidated crust gravity correction. The differences in degree variances

(before and after applying this correction) almost monotonously increased with an increasing

Fig. 5 CRUST1.0 Moho depths
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frequency, while below degree *10, these changes are still minor. Small changes in the

gravity spectrum attributed to the sediment gravity correction are also recognized, especially

at the medium wavelengths above the spherical harmonic degree of *40.
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Fig. 6 Scatter plots of the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances versus: a the oceanic crustal
bathymetry, b the Moho geometry of the oceanic crust, c the continental crustal topography, d the Moho
geometry of the continental crust, e the orogenic topography and f the Moho geometry under orogens

Table 4 Correlations of the con-
solidated crust-stripped gravity
disturbances with the solid topog-
raphy and the CRUST1.0 Moho
geometry for the oceanic and con-
tinental crustal structures and
orogens

Crustal structure Topography Bathymetry Moho geometry

Oceanic crust – -0.90 -0.46

Continent crust -0.80 – -0.89

Orogens -0.45 – -0.89
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The topography-corrected and bathymetry-stripped gravity disturbances have (among

all investigated types of the gravity disturbances) the largest correlation with the solid

topography at the whole investigated gravity spectrum. Their largest absolute correlation is

at the long wavelengths. This absolute correlation decreases (in absolute sense) to less than

0.6 (at degree 180). The application of the ice gravity correction changed only slightly the

correlation pattern at the long wavelengths up to degree of *45. The application of the

gravity corrections due to anomalous density structures within the sediments and remaining

crustal structures further decreased this (absolute) correlation with the solid topography.

The largest changes are attributed to crustal density structures, which changed the
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Fig. 7 Power spectrum of the step-wise corrected gravity disturbances: a the degree variances and b the
cumulative degree variances (complete to degree of 180 of the spherical harmonics). Log scale is used for
vertical axis
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correlation pattern especially at higher frequencies beyond degree 80. The spectral cor-

relation between the topography-corrected gravity disturbances and the solid topography

has (absolute) maxima at the long wavelengths, but substantially decreased to *0.4 above

degree 30. In addition to this prevailing trend, we also observe large oscillations in this

correlation pattern. The GOCO-03S gravity disturbances have (mostly) a negative corre-

lation up to degree 5. Above this degree, the correlation becomes positive and exceeds 0.6

above degree *20, where it remains almost unchanged with some minor fluctuations. Both

the GOCO-03S and topography-corrected gravity disturbances are thus positively as well

as negatively correlated with the solid topography, while the rest of the investigated gravity

disturbances have only a negative correlation.
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Fig. 8 Correlation spectrum of the step-wise corrected gravity disturbances with: a the solid topography
and b the Moho geometry (complete to degree 180 of spherical harmonics)
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As seen in Fig. 7b, the signature of the Moho geometry in the Earth’s external gravity

field is partially recognized at a medium part of the correlation spectrum, approximately at

degree 10–80, where the (absolute) spectral correlation exceeds 0.25 and reaches a max-

imum of *0.5. This correlation further attenuates at higher degrees. In contrast, at the long

wavelengths, the spectral correlation between the Earth’s gravity field and the Moho

geometry has large oscillations (with positive as well as negative correlation). The

application of the topographic gravity correction changed the spectral correlation with the

Moho geometry, especially at the long-to-medium wavelengths up to degree of *100. At

this interval, we observe mostly a negative correlation with the largest (absolute) values at

the long wavelengths, and decreasing trend up to degree of *60. Above this degree, the

correlation is almost completely absent. Large negative correlation at the long wavelengths

is related to large negative values of the topography-corrected gravity disturbances over

orogens. The application of the bathymetric gravity correction increased most significantly

the (absolute) correlation over the whole investigated gravity spectrum. The correlation

with the Moho geometry is everywhere negative with the (absolute) maxima at the long

wavelengths, and an attenuating trend (in absolute sense) towards higher degrees, with the

(absolute) correlation less than 0.25 above degree of *100. The changes in correlation

pattern attributed to the sediment and ice gravity corrections are minor. The application of

the consolidated crust gravity correction, on the other hand, increased the correlation more

significantly at the whole spectrum above degree 10, with a gradually increasing absolute

correlation, especially at the medium and higher part of the gravity spectrum. The con-

solidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances have the largest correlation with the Moho

geometry at the whole gravity spectrum. The maximum (absolute) correlation is at the long

wavelengths (more than 0.9 below degree of 20), while this correlation almost monoto-

nously attenuates with an increasing frequency to less than 0.25 (at degree 180).

6 Discussion

The comparison of the numerical results in this study (see Tables 1, 2) with the results

presented in Tenzer et al. (2009a) revealed some substantial differences in values of the

sediment and consolidated crust gravity corrections and respective corrected gravity dis-

turbances. Tenzer et al. (2009a) reported the range of the sediment gravity correction

(computed using the CRUST2.0 soft and hard sediment data) between -7 and 122 mGal

(with a mean of 35 mGal and a standard deviation of 22 mGal). Our updated results have

shown that this correction varies between 0 and 185 mGal (with a mean of 45 mGal and a

standard deviation of 32 mGal). Much larger differences were found in values of the

consolidated crust gravity correction. For the CRUST2.0, this correction varies between

-871 and -264 mGal (with a mean of -421 mGal and a standard deviation of 126 mGal).

The CRUST1.0 result is between -661 and -143 mGal (with a mean of 293 mGal and a

standard deviation of 88 mGal). These large disagreements in the sediment and consoli-

dated crust gravity corrections propagated into large differences between the computed

values of the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances. According to updated

results, these gravity disturbances vary from -954 to 460 mGal (with a mean of 38 mGal

and a standard deviation of 275 mGal), while the CRUST2.0 solution was between -1,236

and 437 mGal (with a mean of 52 mGal and a standard deviation of 301 mGal). We note

here that the facilitation of the latest seismic data considerably improved the accuracy of

the CRUST1.0 over certain parts of the world (Laske et al. 2012). Despite the fact that

large uncertainties are still expected in sediment and consolidated crustal data, the
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application of respective gravity corrections slightly increased the correlation of the cor-

rected gravity field with the Moho geometry (Sect. 5.2). We thus recommend applying

these gravity corrections in the gravimetric Moho modelling.

The application of the gravity corrections due to major crustal density structures

changed the gravity spectrum mainly at the long-to-medium wavelengths. This finding has

important consequences in the context of mathematical methods applied for a separation of

the gravitational signal of deep sources from shallower density structures. Since a global

3-D density model of the whole mantle is not yet available publically, the direct gravi-

metric forward modelling of the mantle density heterogeneities is not possible. This un-

modelled gravitational signal, however, causes a systematic bias in gravity data, which are

used, for instance, in gravimetric Moho modelling. To overcome this problem, some

authors proposed and applied various methods of separating the gravity signals attributed

to deep and shallower sources, such as a spectral filtering or spectral frequency decom-

position. Bagherbandi and Sjöberg (2012), for instance, presented a procedure of treating

the long-wavelength gravity signal of the mantle in solving the Vening Meinesz-Moritz

(VMM) inverse problem of isostasy (see Sjöberg 2009). They determined a spectral depth

of the gravity signal by degree based on Bruns’ formula as suggested by Eckhardt (1983)

and Bowin et al. (1986). The spherical harmonics that have the spectral depth below a

certain limit (chosen, for instance, as the maximum Moho depth) can then be removed

from the isostatic gravity field in prior of solving the VMM problem. Our results, however,

showed that this procedure is not unique, because the long-wavelength gravity spectrum

comprises not only the gravitational signal of mantle heterogeneities but also the gravi-

tational signal of crustal structure. Consequently, this procedure will remove also the

signature of the Moho geometry at the long-wavelength gravity spectrum. This is also

evident from Fig. 9, where we plotted the degree variances of the CRUST1.0 crustal layers

(topography, ocean, polar ice sheets, sediment and consolidated crust) and the Moho

geometry. The spectral signal of the crustal layers is pronounced at the long-to-medium

wavelengths (see Fig. 9a). Similarly, the Moho geometry is dominated mainly by the long-

wavelength features over a more detailed structure of the Moho geometry at higher fre-

quencies (see Fig. 9b). This spectral characteristic of the Moho geometry is explained by

more localized features, which have the largest horizontal spatial variations of the crustal

thickness (e.g., the boundaries between the continental and oceanic lithosphere, the con-

trast between the crustal thickness under orogens and continental sedimentary basins, large

horizontal spatial variations of the crustal thickness under orogens). On the other hand, the

long-wavelength features are dominated by a relatively smooth Moho geometry beneath

most of the oceanic crust and under the continental crust with large sedimentary accu-

mulations. The isostatic mass balance depends on loading and effective elastic thickness,

rigidity, rheology of the lithosphere and viscosity of the asthenosphere (e.g., Watts 2001).

Moreover, the glacial isostatic adjustment, present-day glacial melting, plate tectonics and

flexure, mantle convection and other geodynamic processes contribute to the overall iso-

static balance (e.g., Kaban et al. 2003, 2004). Some of the long-wavelength features in the

Moho geometry are likely attributed to these phenomena. Braitenberg et al. (2006) and

Wienecke et al. (2007), for instance, demonstrated that the misfit of the isostatic

assumption of the Moho interface to a long-wavelength part of the gravity field is

explained by large sedimentary basins and rigidity variations of the lithospheric plates.

The spectral correlation analysis revealed that the consolidated crust-stripped gravity

disturbances have a maximum correlation with the Moho geometry, especially at the long

wavelengths. This (absolute) correlation decreased with an increasing frequency to *0.25

(at degree 180). Since the CRUST1.0 model has a 1 9 1 arc-deg resolution (which
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corresponds to a spectral resolution up to degree 180), we were not able to confirm that this

spectral correlation further decreases beyond degree 180. Nevertheless, we expect that a

high-frequency part of the gravity spectrum is not sensitive on a detailed pattern of the

Moho geometry, because of a noise in gravity data caused mainly by crustal model

uncertainties. The gravimetric determination of a more detailed structure of the Moho

geometry is thus possible only if a crustal density model is available with a relatively high

resolution and accuracy. Alternatively, gravity and seismic data should be inverted

simultaneously. Following this principle, Braitenberg and Zadro (1999), for instance,

proposed a method based on the iterative 3-D gravity inversion with integrated seismic

data. Sjöberg and Bagherbandi (2011) developed and applied a least-squares approach,

which combined seismic and gravity data in the VMM isostatic inverse scheme for a

simultaneous estimation of the Moho depth and density contrast. They also presented and

applied the non-isostatic correction approach to model systematic discrepancies between

isostatic and seismic models (cf. Bagherbandi and Sjöberg 2012).

7 Summary and Concluding Remarks

Our results confirmed differences in density structures of the oceanic and continental crust;

the average continental crustal density was found to be 2,790 kg/m3, while the average

oceanic crustal density is 2,860 kg/m3 (when disregarding the seawater). The average

density of the whole oceanic crust (including the seawater) is 2,490 kg/m3. The average

crustal density of the whole crust with and without the seawater is 2,490 and 2,830 kg/m3,

respectively.

The updated results of the gravimetric forward modelling based on the CRUST1.0

revealed some substantial changes in the gravity corrections and respective corrected

gravity disturbances computed in previous study (cf. Tenzer et al. 2009a). Most of these

differences are attributed to sediment and consolidated crustal layers. According to the

results presented in this study (cf. Table 2), the consolidated crust-stripped gravity dis-

turbances globally varies from -954 to 460 mGal, with a mean of 38 mGal and a standard

deviation of 275 mGal. Tenzer et al. (2009a) reported the range of these values between

-1,236 and 437 mGal, with a mean of 52 mGal and a standard deviation of 301 mGal.

The correlation analysis of the (step-wise) corrected gravity disturbances with the

crustal geometry has shown that the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances have a

maximum (absolute) correlation with the Moho geometry of 0.98 (cf. Table 3). These

gravity data, however, still comprise the (unmodelled) gravitational signal of composi-

tional and thermal structures within the deep mantle (including the core–mantle boundary

zone) as well as uncertainties of the ESCM180 crustal density structures (mainly attributed

to errors within the CRUST1.0 sediment and consolidated crustal data). The actual Moho

geometry is also a result of additional geodynamical processes (such as crustal flexure,

glacial isostatic adjustment and tectonics), which cannot be modelled and corrected for

directly by applying the gravimetric forward modelling of inner density structures. Con-

sequently, these geodynamical processes cannot be described by an isostatic model based

on the adopted hypothesis about the mass balance. The gravitational contributions of these

geodynamical processes effects are described by specific functional models (see e.g., Watts

2001; Turcotte and Schubert 2002).

We demonstrated that the application of the topographic and stripping gravity correc-

tions due to major known anomalous crustal density structures revealed a gravity signature

of the Moho geometry, especially at the end of the long-to-medium part of the gravity
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spectrum. Since the global gravity models are currently available with a relatively high

accuracy and resolution, we expect that gravimetric solutions constrained with seismic data

should improve the global and regional results of the Moho determination. The correlation

of the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances with the Moho geometry at higher

frequencies is suppressed by the noise in gravity data due to uncertainties in crustal density

models. In local studies, an accurate knowledge of the crustal density structure obtained

mainly from seismic surveys) is essential for a gravimetric modelling of more detailed

features in the Moho geometry.
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Fig. 9 Power spectrum of: a the ESCM180 crustal density components, and b the CRUST1.0 Moho
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Since a 3-D global mantle density model is not yet available, the direct gravimetric

forward modelling of mantle heterogeneities is not possible. As a consequence, alternative

methods have been developed and applied in order to remove the unmodelled gravitational

signal of the mantle, such as spectral decomposition and spectral filtering techniques;

assuming that the gravitational signal of deep mantle structures (including the core–mantle

boundary zone) contributes mainly to the long-wavelength gravity spectrum. However, the

gravitational signals of the mantle and crust cannot be separated uniquely. As we have

shown, the gravitational signature of crustal structures is presented to a large extent at the

long-wavelength gravity spectrum. The application of these mathematical techniques will

thus remove not only the gravitational signal from the mantle, but eventually also the long-

wavelength gravitational signature of the Moho geometry. Such methods can then be

applied only in regional and local gravimetric studies focusing on a more detailed structure

of the Moho geometry, while their application in global studies could introduce systematic

errors in the gravimetric Moho solution.
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bathymetry- and ice-stripped gravity disturbances; dgTBIS, the topography-corrected and bathymetry- and
ice- and sediment-stripped gravity disturbances (including intermediate values of dgTBIuS—after applying
the upper-sediment stripping correction to dgTBI and dgTBIuSmS—after applying the upper- and middle-
sediment stripping corrections to dgTBI); dgcs, and the consolidated crust-stripped gravity disturbances
(including the intermediate values of dgTBISuC—after applying the upper-crust stripping correction to dgTBIS

and dgTBISuCmC—after applying the upper- and middle-crust stripping corrections to dgTBIS)
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